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Cauliflower Pulled Oats Curry Wrap:

Cauliflower Tortillas,
Take-out Essentials,
Sprouted Grain Buns, and more!
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An

Edge

On-Trend Flavors
Spark new interest in your menu with
chef-tested, on-trend ingredients that
help you create unique signature dishes.

Above the Rest

Whether you are preparing comforting classic dishes or
award-winning creations, Sysco is with you every step
of the way. We proudly provide our customers with
Cutting Edge Solutions to help you run your kitchen
with confidence and succeed in this constantly evolving
industry. Our Cutting Edge Solutions are sourced from
leading and up-and-coming suppliers at the forefront
of innovation. From better-for-you ingredients to laborsaving products, Cutting Edge Solutions can help you
update your menu and delight guests with exciting
flavors and items. Cutting Edge Solutions present new
profit opportunities for your business to give you an
edge above your competition.
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Customer Satisfaction
Satisfy your customers’ changing dietary
preferences with better-for-you products
that complement your menu.

Profitable Solutions
Save valuable time and labor with
versatile products that can help you
achieve operational excellence and
maximize your profitability.
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» Sysco Simply Veggie Pastas

» Portico Classic Mexican Street Corn Breaded Shrimp

» CENTRASMART Eco-Friendly Microfiber Towels

» The Sustainable Agave Company Sustainable Agave Straws

Naturally

Good
43%

Environmentally
Friendly cups
make up 43% of
the total paper
hot cup market.

100% RECYCLED FIBER HOT CUPS

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Made from 100% post-consumer recycled fibers, this hot drink
cup appeals to earth-conscious customers.
• This cup is made from renewable resources and may be
recycled post use.
• The natural color of the kraft paper design is visually
appealing and showcases your enviroconscious commitment.
• This cup is designed to be used with a singular sized
companion lid making storage and reordering more efficient.
O N T RE N D

VERSATILITY

Sysco’s Earth Plus 100% Recycled Fiber Hot Cups
are made of 100% post-consumer recycled
fiber and it’s also recyclable. These cups feature
a unique kraft paper design to help operators
appeal to customers looking for more sustainable
options and to reduce their environmental impact.
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7151101 • 20/50 • 12 OZ CUPS
7151102 • 20/50 • 16 OZ CUPS
7172270 • 10/100 CT • LIDS

CLICK HERE TO SHOP

Protected
for Peace of Mind
TAMPER-EVIDENT FRY CONTAINER

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• The cross-ventilation design system allows steam and
moisture to escape keeping fried foods fresh, crispy,
and delicious.

Sysco Classic Tamper-Evident
Fry Containers ensure that
your food will arrive in the
samecondition it left. Perfect
for takeout and delivery, these containers
feature a cross-ventilationsystem that helps
fried foods stay fresh, crispy, and delicious.

• The secure latch ensures containers remain sealed until
your customers are ready to enjoy.
• Tamper-evident fry cartons provide added safety and
ensures customer confidence.
• Grease-resistant coated interior helps eliminate any
messy soak-through from fried foods.

7174728 • 1/300 CT • MED
7174729 • 1/300 CT • LRG

• Great for grab-and-go and for quick-service on the line
as these containers are heat lamp safe.
O N T RE N D

CLICK HERE TO SHOP
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VERSATILITY

Cauliflower
Power

CAULIFLOWER TORTILLA
7173091 • 20/12 CT • 6”
7173093 • 3/12 CT • 12”

CLICK HERE TO SHOP

Sysco Simply Plant Based Cauliflower
Tortillas are great-tasting, gluten-free,
vegan tortillas/wraps free of egg, dairy,
and soy. They perform like traditional
tortillas and are a better-for-you solution,
as they are an excellent alternative for
those customers who want to eliminate
or limit gluten in their diet.
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Cauliflower and broccoli are
some of the best plant-based
sources of choline.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Made with 100% cauliflower, these tortillas provide
a tasty, gluten, dairy and soy-free, kosher, vegan
alternative to traditional tortillas.
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• This better-for-you tortilla does not contain any
artificial preservatives, flavors, or colors and is a
product you can feel good about serving.
• These cauliflower tortillas are so good, you would never
know they were a better-for-you option as they perform
like traditional tortillas.
• Inspired by mindful eating and new dietary lifestyles,
these tortillas provide a healthy substitute for all your
tortilla-based recipes.
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• Ready to thaw and cook, bakes in 1-3 minutes in a
conventional oven, toaster oven or grill.
O N T RE N D
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The Goodness of

Grains

SPROUTED GRAIN HAMBURGER BUNS WHEATBERRY & OATS

Organic sprouted
whole wheat mash
shines as the first
of only seven simple
plant-based ingredients
in this deliciously versatile
4-inch sliced bun. With a
hearty-but-smooth texture,
Sysco Simply Plant Based
Sprouted Hamburger Buns
are a better-for-you blank
canvas for burgers, breakfast
sandwiches, bunwiches,
and more.
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7172630 • WHEATBERRY

CLICK HERE TO SHOP
7172579 • OATS
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CLICK HERE TO SHOP
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Our buns meet the classification of a whole grain
product with 41 grams of whole grain per serving (oats)
and 40 grams of whole grain per serving (wheatberry).
• Ideal for diners with dietary restrictions, including
allergy-conscious customers, this hamburger bun is
plant based, certified organic, non-GMO, kosher, vegan
and made in a tree nut- and peanut-free facility.
• These bun are an excellent choice for operators who
want to offer their customers vegan/vegetarian options
that present a healthier, better-for-you option.
• Feel good about serving these buns as they do not
contain artificial ingredients, flavors, colors or added
preservatives.
• Made from sprouted whole-grain, flourless mash, and
simple plant-based ingredients to offer better-for-you
nutrition that’s easy to digest.
• These buns are dense and sturdy allowing operators to
customize loaded sandwiches with multiple toppings
and condiments.
O N T RE N D
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Better-for-you breads
and buns are a wonderful
pallet for almost anything
from vegan/vegetarian
sandwiches or as a side
for breakfast or snack
during the day.
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Sprouted Salmon Sandwich:

Freshness
To-Go

MOISTURE-REMOVING FRESHNESS PACK
SAVRpak rapidly removes and traps water condensation
from to-go packaging, keeping food crisp and ready to eat.
Utilizing the laws of thermodynamics, SAVRpak preserves
the integrity of the food keeping it fresher and crisper longer,
working great on hot and cold foods, freshly cut fruits, leafy
greens, vegetables, salads, french fries, pizza, and more.

7160291 • 8/25 CT
10

CLICK HERE TO SHOP

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• This product rapidly removes and traps
water condensation from to-go packaging,
keeping food crisp and ready to eat.
• SAVRpak pack is 100% foodservice-safe
as it is an FDA approved constructed
moisture-removing pack.
• SAVRpak uses the laws of thermodynamics
to preserves the integrity of food, keeping
meals fresh and crisp longer.
• SAVRpak works great on hot and cold foods
as it removes excess water that deteriorates
freshly cut fruits, leafy greens, vegetables,
salads, french fries, pizza, and more.
• The food-safe adhesive on this packet
adheres on to-go packaging without
interfering with BOH operations.
• Easy to use: simply freeze, peel and stick.
O N T RE N D

VERSATILITY
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Double the

Decadence

Hybrid or mashup desserts
were identified as a
TOP 3 DESSERT TREND.*
Restaurant & Business Magazine

*

5434935 • 2/10” • COTTON CANDY SWIRL

DESSERT MASHUPS

CLICK HERE TO SHOP

Mash up some of the country’s most nostalgic
flavors with these fun, creamy and delicious
thaw-and serve Sysco Imperial Mashup
dessert cheesecakes that will turn dessert
into an experiential occasion.

5434966 • 2/10” • LEMON POPPY SEED BREAD

CLICK HERE TO SHOP
5434958 • 2/10” • CARAMEL APPLE
12

CLICK HERE TO SHOP
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
• These unique desserts offer nostalgic flavors that will appeal to
customers of any age.
• Unique versatility allows operators to easily personalize these desserts
with creative garnishes or serve as is.
• Frozen thaw-and-serve desserts provide operators with labor savings
and product consistency.
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• Minimal waste with pre-portioned slices separated by parchment paper,
allowing operators to thaw just the right amount.
O N T RE N D
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So Good

Sous Vide

7086514 • 20/8 OZ

SOUS VIDE SIRLOIN STEAK

CLICK HERE TO SHOP

Lower costs without sacrificing quality with this convenient version of a menu favorite! Made from
USDA Choice grade beef, it is pre-portioned, lightly seasoned, and pre-cooked to medium-rare in a
water bath to precisely 135°F. It is then immediately individually quick frozen (IQF), making it
ready to heat-and-serve for a consistently perfect steak every time. Operators can easily
add their signature touch and eliminate the need for skilled labor in the back-ofhouse by incorporating this highly versatile product in center-of-the-plate
entrées, all-day breakfast options, on top of salads, and more.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Decrease ticket times; simply thaw, sear, and serve.
• USDA Choice grade beef delivers a prime eating experience.
• Pre-portioning and precision cooking help avoid
inconsistent serving sizes and overcooked meat, which
decreases returned steaks.

Sous vide is a
FRENCH TECHNIQUE
using a temperaturecontrolled water bath that
requires 7 to 10 hours of
cooking time to achieve
tender, juicy meat.

• Ready-to-prepare product saves time and labor costs.
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• Consistent and safe product as cooked under sous vide
cooking method in USDA-certified facility.
O N T RE N D
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Superfood
Superfast

Suitable for any customer from vegans to meat
lovers, this plant based protein will satisfy diners
looking for natural, clean label products that taste
great, too! Made of a flavorful superfood blend of
oats, beans, and peas that has a “pulled” texture,
this 100% animal-free product is extremely versatile
across the menu. It comes pre-cooked to save your
operation valuable time in back-of-house.

7103439 • 5/2 LB

CLICK HERE TO SHOP
78%
of the top foodie
influencers
mentioned vegan
menus, which is a
309% increase
year over year.*

PLANT BASED PROTEIN PULLED OATS™
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Market to your customers that you offer a 100% plant based,
clean label product that is soy free and contains no additives.
• Meets increased demand for plant based menu items.
• Labor-saving product; comes pre-cooked and ready-to-prepare.

O N T RE N D
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Creamy

• Extremely versatile with a neutral flavor profile that allows
operators to create unique plant based dishes that can apply to
any type of cuisine.
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Savory

Time
Saver

SHREDDED CHICKEN TENDERLOIN

Sysco Imperial Shredded Chicken Tenderloins are versatile and can be
cross-utilized in a wide variety of dishes, as the clean flavor profile easily
accommodates your signature sauces and spice blends. This product offers
heat-and-serve convenience and labor-savings by eliminating the need for
hand-shredding. The Shredded Chicken Tenderloins are fully-cooked, reducing
food safety concerns that come with handling raw chicken.

7120381 • 2/5 LB

CLICK HERE TO SHOP

99%

Fat-Free

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Perfectly cooked, pre-shredded, and ready to use,
resulting in labor savings.
• The tendon has been removed, resulting in a more
enjoyable eating experience for your customers.
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• Save storage space as this product can be cross-utilized
across the menu. One product, so many potential uses.
O N T RE N D
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MENU IT!
Red Battered Jumbo Crinkle
Cut Fries topped with a hearty
beef chili, melted cheddar
cheese, crispy bacon, and
diced green onions.

TAKE
OUT
is at an all-time
high. Have
confidence
that these fries
will stay crisp
from fryer to
doorstep.

RED BATTERED JUMBO CRINKLE CUT FRIES
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• The distinctive red-batter provides a savory flavor and
an enhanced crispy texture in every bite.
• This fry is crispy on the outside, fluffy on the inside,
and is loaded with the real potato flavor your guests
will love.
• This fry is perfect for takeout and delivery
applications, as it maintains a superior hold time
due to its size and battered coating.
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• No fryer? No problem, this battered fry cooks
perfectly in a convection oven.
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• This fry delivers quick ticket times, as it goes
from the fryer to the table in 4 minutes.
O N T RE N D

R SAVING
LABO

VERSATILITY

The distinctive red-batter and large size of this crinkle-cut fry provides
a savory potato flavor and striking appearance for a memorable guest
experience. The thickness and battered coating of these fries helps to
retain heat and maintain crispiness for a superior hold time, making it
the perfect fry for takeout, delivery, and extended hold scenarios.

7132388 • 6/5 LB

CLICK HERE TO SHOP
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64%
58%

of consumers said they would
order fries as a lunch side

of consumers said they would
order fries as a dinner side
(Technomic’s Small Plates &
Sides Consumer Trend Report)

The

S’More
The Merrier

HOT CHOCOLATE S’MORE CAKE
Sysco Classic Hot Chocolate S’more Cake is a truly unique take
on the traditional s’more. A soft and rich chocolate cake
is topped with gooey marshmallow and served on an
authentic graham cracker crust. Ideal for serving
warm, topped with ice cream and a drizzle of
our House Recipe Chocolate Sauce. Your
customers will enjoy the nostalgic taste
this dessert brings to the table.

7144739 • 48/3.15 OZ

CLICK HERE TO SHOP
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Your customers will love this soft and rich
chocolate cake made with high-quality
ingredients such as real butter, cocoa,
graham crackers, and gooey marshmallow.
• No thawing necessary, as these cakes are
ready to heat-and-serve, saving valuable
prep and ticket time.
• Eliminates waste, as these cakes are
individually portioned, allowing you to
pull exactly what you need.
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• This dessert lends itself to a wide variety
of plating options, which allows your
creativity to make it uniquely your own.
O N T RE N D
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Rich chocolate cake served on an
authentic cracker crust topped with
marshmallow, and garnished
with diced Granny Smith apples,
red pears, and pretzel dust.

Pastas

Satisfy your customers’ need for grain-free pasta with our
Sysco Simply Plant Based frozen vegetable pastas. This
simple ingredient veggie pasta will deliver a great texture
every time and is ready in under four minutes. Veggie
pasta is an excellent alternative to traditional pasta to
meet your customers’ dietary needs and drive loyalty.

VEGGIE PASTA
7142887
7142892
7142879
7142886

•
•
•
•

PENNE
ROTINI
CURLY
ORZO

CLICK HERE TO SHOP
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Appeal to the ever-growing number of health-conscious
consumers, as yellow split peas are the only ingredient.
• Offer your customers a wholesome choice; this veggie
pasta is Vegan, Kosher, Gluten-Free, and Non-GMO.
• No need to worry about inconsistency, as the pasta is
pre-cooked and delivers the same great texture,
flavor profile and consistency every time.
• Reduce ticket times and maximize kitchen efficiency
with re-therm times under four minutes from frozen.
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The Veggie Best
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Sizzling

Street Corn

Portico Classic Mexican Street Corn Breaded
Shrimp is a Latin-inspired innovation pairing
the unique flavors of Mexican street corn (elote)
with shrimp. This product features tail-off,
peeled and deveined shrimp in a crunchy corn
coating with a blend of chili, lime, and cotija
cheese. Its versatility will add popular ethnic
flavors to various applications, from salads to
sandwiches, appetizers, and much more.

7142061 • 6/2 LB

CLICK HERE TO SHOP

MEXICAN STREET CORN BREADED SHRIMP
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Adds popular ethnic flavors that can be used in many
dishes across the menu, saving valuable time and space.
• Tempt your customers’ taste buds with the bold flavor of
authentic Mexican street food, as the crunchy breading is
infused with traditional Mexican spices and lime juice.
• Individually quick frozen, helping to reduce waste
and facilitate ease of portioning.
• Reduce ticket times and maximize kitchen efficiency
with a fryer-to-plate cook time of 3-4 minutes.

TER FOR YOU

VERSATILITY
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• Interior packaging is ready for retail resell,
with nutritional facts and an UPC barcode.
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Go Green
and Clean

CentraSmart Eco-Friendly Microfiber
towels are sustainable, as 50% of the yarn
comes from recycled plastic bottles. The
unique laser finished edge reduces frayed
edges, making these towels long-lasting.
CentraSmart microfiber towels come in
packs of 12 and are 16” x 16” .

ECO-FRIENDLY MICROFIBER TOWELS

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• These microfiber towels reduce the spread
of germs and other contagions.
• Using microfiber allows you to use less chemicals and
detergents that may harm the environment.
• Available in green and blue, creating a color system to
designate front and back of house usage.
• These towels are sustainable and they require less water,
petroleum and energy to produced.
O N T RE N D

VERSATILITY

7135557 • BLUE
7135709 • GREEN

CLICK HERE TO SHOP
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Straw

A
Above the Rest

Sustainable Agave Straws are the perfect
alternative to plastic straws. Made
from the residual agave fibers that go
unused during tequila production, this
bio-based drinking straw is certified
biodegradable and compostable. This
eco-friendly straw mimics the feel and
texture of plastic straws.

SUSTAINABLE AGAVE STRAWS

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Individually wrapped bio-based drinking straws are made from
post-production agave fibers, giving them strength and durability.
• This sturdy straw holds firm in both hot or cold beverages without
losing its structural integrity.
• Provide your guests with an eco-friendly option. Sustainable
Agave Straws are completely natural and 100% renewable
making them a great alternative to plastic straws.
• Made from sustainable sources, these plastic-free straws will
not pollute our oceans or landfills.
O N T RE N D

VERSATILITY

Mango Piña Colada M
7154218 • 5”
7119111 • 8”
7131363 • 8” JUMBO

CLICK HERE TO SHOP
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Visit SyscoFoodie.com for more information on
Cutting Edge Solutions products, recipes, and more.
Distributed by Sysco Corporation, Houston, Texas 77077-2099
Copyright © 2021 Sysco Corporation
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